
«KATTA.UZ» OFFER

1. Introduction
Terms and Conditions.

«Katta.uz» is an ecosystem that includes:

- Mobile application;

- Series of mobile games;

-   Prize draw tool.

«Katta.uz» is provided by «SAB-GAMES» mobile games studio (hereinafter

referred to as SAB-GAMES or we), located at the following address: 100047

Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekiston Ovozi str., 2.

The terms of use for «Katta.uz» and its digital content (hereinafter referred to as

the Content) is regulated by the current terms of use.

2. «Katta.uz» Terms of Use
Access to content.

Access to the leaderboard, the list of prizes, the archive of winnings and to

games within the «Katta.uz» app.

The user can use «Katta.uz» to download games united by a single leaderboard

within the «Katta.uz» ecosystem, view the winners' ratings, track their

accumulated points in games and monitor new raffles and prize pools.

Users are required to have an Internet connection and compatible software.



To use «Katta.uz», you must register in the application. There is no age limit for

using «Katta.uz». The participant of the Contest (User) is a capable citizen of

the Republic of Uzbekistan who has reached the age of 16, with a tariff plan

available to subscribers of the prepaid settlement system, who has passed the

registration procedure in the «Katta.uz» mobile application as a User and has

made the Acceptance of the user agreement posted in the mobile application

«Katta.uz», which thus concluded an Agreement with «Katta.uz» and received

access to the Contest.

Update (s). The «Katta.uz» Application, associated support libraries or Content

may require updates for purposes such as bug fixes, functionality enhancements,

installation of missing plugins and new versions (hereinafter collectively

referred to as Update (s)).

Update (s) may be necessary to work with «Katta.uz» to receive, download and

use the Content.

By accepting the «Katta.uz» Terms of Use, you agree to the automatic

installation of Update (s).

Regardless of the settings on the user's device and in the application store, we

reserve the right to update the Content, should it be required by the technical

support.

Personal data. The principles of protecting personal data and ensuring

confidentiality when using «Katta.uz» are described in the Privacy Policy.

User personal data, such as name and phone number, are not transferred to third

parties and/or other providers in accordance with the Privacy Policy.

Users can see hidden numbers of other users or winners in the leaderboard.



3. «Katta.uz» Contest Rules and Regulations
1. General Provisions

1.1. These Rules describe the procedure for conducting advertising

Contests (hereinafter referred to as the «Contests»).

1.2. The territory of the Contest is the Republic of Uzbekistan, «Katta.uz»

mobile application.

1.3. The Contest is held in order to attract attention as well as to form,

maintain interest to, and promote mobile operators, mobile applications and

games in the market.

1.4. Information about the Contests as well as their rules and regulations

will be posted in the «Katta.uz» mobile application.

1.5. Apple Inc. and Google are not related to the contests in any way!

1.6. There are two types of contests in the «Katta.uz» mobile

application:

1. «Total» category Contest - this contest aggregates points from all

mobile games available in the «Katta.uz» ecosystem for a certain period of

time.

Winners are determined depending on the rules and regulations of the current

competition.

2. «Best» category Contest - in this contest, the best personal results

are calculated for competing in one of the games available in the "Katta.uz"

application ecosystem. The winner is determined by random selection (by

means of a randomizer) from a certain number of the best players in the "Best"

category, according to the leaderboard of the "Katta.uz" mobile application.



1.7. Participant - an individual who meets the requirements provided for in

the Rules and regulations as well as performs the actions stipulated in terms of

the competition.

1.8. Contest Terms and Conditions - the terms and conditions for contests

and prize raffles within «Katta.uz» mobile application.

The terms of promotions and contests may change in accordance with the dates

of the competitions.

1.9. Winner - The Participant who wins the Contest in accordance with the

Terms of the Contest. Each Participant can become the Winner of both the

«Total» and «Best» types of contests. All Participants take part in both Contests.

2.0. Organizer of the Contest: SAB-GAMES LLC, address: 100047

Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekiston Ovozi str., 2 and ANY MOBILE LLC,

address: 100047 Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekiston Ovozi str., 2.

2.1. SAB-GAMES LLC processes and stores personal data of the Contest

Participants for the purpose of awarding the following categories of prizes:

«Total» and «Best».

2.2. The Organizer has the right, at its own discretion, to execute the

following actions without explaining to the Participants the reasons and without

entering into correspondence with them:

- Refuse to provide the Service to the Participant in case of establishing the

fact of non-compliance with these Terms and conditions.

- Not to enter into written negotiations or any other contacts with the

Participants, except as provided for in these Terms and conditions.

- Refuse the Participant to consider the claim in connection with the

non-receipt of any of the prizes, if the Participant has refused to receive

the Service.



- Request the necessary information from the Participants (if necessary).

- Organize and conduct advertising interviews with the winners of the

Contest about participation in the Contest, incl. to make the interview

available to the public on the Internet, with the right to broadcast said

interview on television as well as the use of interviews for other media, to

organize and conduct photo and video shooting of the Contest

Participants in connection with the receipt of the Prizes won by them, to

publish the ready-made photo and video materials with the participation

of the Participants on the Internet, including on the Internet resources of

the Organizer, to use the image of the Contest Participant without

additional notice and remuneration.

- To invalidate any actions of the Contest Participants as well as to prohibit

further participation in the Contest by any person in respect of whom the

Organizer has reasonable suspicions that he is falsifying data or

benefiting from any forgery of data necessary to participate in the

Contest.

- At any time, make changes to these Terms unilaterally, immediately

bringing them to the attention of the participants of the Contest .

- Temporarily suspend or completely terminate the Contest - in the event of

any circumstances that impede the holding of the Contest, or which

resulted in the impossibility of further holding the Contest.

2.3. The mobile phone number must be issued to an individual, with a tariff

plan available for prepaid system subscribers, with the exception of

«Children's», «ProInternet 1».

2.4. Due to circumstances beyond the control of the Contest’s Organizer, the

results may not be recorded. The Organizer of the Contest does not guarantee

and is not responsible for this.



4. Dates of the Contest

4.1. The available dates of the contests, the number of prizes, the period of

time from the beginning of the raffle to the issuance of prizes and the detailed

conditions of the Contests are indicated in a timely manner a certain period of

time before the start of each new Contest.

4.2. Interim results of the Contests can be seen in the «Katta.uz» mobile

application or on the site https://katta.uz/.


